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                     Models 
 

 
Hints for connecting ITSPHUN pieces 

 Use the edges of the polygon pieces: with one piece in each hand, push each 
piece against the edge of the other one and slide them along the edges to 
make the connection. 

 Use the central openings to hold the pieces (this is harder for triangles). 
 Push the connecting pieces all the way in. 
 You can bend the pieces, they are very sturdy and will not break. 
 Check all connections during construction and after you're done. Pinch a pair 

of joined tabs together to ensure a tight connection. 
 To disconnect a piece, try to rotate it to free all its tabs at once. 
 Two simpler objects can be joined together into a larger one by removing a 

piece with the same shape from each of them and then connecting the freed 
tabs. This works only if the notches of the two objects are pointing in the 
same direction; if not, one of them will have to be rebuilt. One way to insure 
that objects can be joined is to always build them with the same side plastic 
(smooth or textured) towards the "outside". 
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Geometric Concepts 
 

All ITSPHUN® pieces are based on regular polygons (ones with equal sides and 

angles). With these pieces one can make both convex and non-convex polyhedra. 

Among the convex polyhedra with regular faces, there are five important classes 
that are described below. 

 
All faces of a Platonic solid have the same shape and size.  There are only 5 

Platonic solids and you can make all of them with the pieces in the kit. 
 

The faces of an Archimedean solid are not all the same, but any corner of the 
solid still looks like any other corner.  There are 13 Archimedean solids (not 

including the prisms and antiprisms mentioned below) and you can make 7 of 
them with this kit. 
 
Johnson solids have the fewest restrictions: not all their corners look the same.  

There are 92 Johnson solids and you can make many of them with the pieces in 
the kit (only a few are shown here). 

 
Uniform prisms have two n-sided regular polygons as ends and n squares as 

sides. The cube is also a square prism.  There are infinitely many such prisms and 
4 of them (for n=3,4,5,6) can be made with the kit. 

 

Uniform antiprisms also have two n-sided regular polygons as ends connected 
by a band of 2n equilateral triangles.  There are infinitely many such prisms and, 

again, 4 of them (for n=3,4,5,6) can be made with the kit. If n=3, the object is an 
octahedron. 
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Tetrahedron 

Platonic solid 
4 triangles 

Hexahedron (cube) 

Platonic solid 
6 squares 

Octahedron 

Platonic solid 
8 triangles 

 

Dodecahedron 

Platonic solid 
12 pentagons 
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Icosahedron 
Platonic solid 

20 triangles 
 

Triangular prism 
2 triangles, 3 squares 

 

Hexagonal prism 
6 squares; 2 hexagons 

Hexagonal antiprism 
12 triangles; 2 hexagons 
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Truncated tetrahedron 
Archimedean solid 

4 triangles; 4 hexagons 

Cuboctahedron 
Archimedean solid 

8 triangles; 6 squares 

 

Truncated octahedron 
Archimedean solid 

6 squares; 8 hexagons 
 

Icosidodecahedron 
Archimedean solid 

20 triangles; 12 pentagons 
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Truncated icosahedron 
Archimedean solid 

12 pentagons; 20 hexagons 
 

Rhombicuboctahedron 
Archimedean solid 

8 triangles; 18 squares 

Snub cube 
Archimedean solid 

32 triangles; 6 squares 

Rhombicosidodecahedron 
Archimedean solid 

20 triangles; 30 squares; 12 pentagons 
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Square pyramid 
Johnson solid, J1 

4 triangles; 1 square 
 

 

Gyroelongated pentagonal pyramid 
Johnson solid, J11 

15 triangles; 1 pentagon 
 

 

Triangular orthobicupola 
Johnson solid, J27 

8 triangles; 6 squares 
 

 

Pentagonal orthobicupola 
Johnson solid, J30 

10 triangles; 10 squares; 2 pentagons 
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Pentagonal orthocupolarotunda 
Johnson solid, J32 

15 triangles; 5 squares; 7 pentagons 
 

 

Elongated triangular orthobicupola 
Johnson solid, J35 

8 triangles; 12 squares 
 

 

Elongated pentagonal gyrobirotunda 
Johnson solid, J43 

20 triangles; 10 squares; 12 pentagons 
 

 

Gyroelongated pentagonal 
cupolarotunda 

Johnson solid, J47 
35 triangles; 5 squares; 7 pentagons 
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Triaugmented hexagonal prism 
Johnson solid, J57 

12 triangles; 3 squares; 2 hexagons 
 

 

Tridiminished icosahedron 
Johnson solid, J63 

5 triangles; 3 pentagons 
 

 

Snub square antiprism 
Johnson solid, J85 

24 triangles; 2 squares 
 
 

Sphenocorona 
Johnson solid, J86 

12 triangles; 2 squares 
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Augmented sphenocorona 
Johnson solid, J87 

16 triangles, 1 square 
 
 

Disphenocingulum 
Johnson solid, J90 

20 triangles; 4 squares 

 
 

Bilunabirotunda 

Johnson solid, J91 
8 triangles; 2 squares; 4 pentagons 

 
 

Stellated octahedron (Stella octangula) 

24 triangles 
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“Extruded” octahedron 
(8 triangular prisms around an octahedron) 

8 triangles; 24 squares 
 

 

Connected triangular prisms 
(6 triangular prisms around a cube) 

12 triangles; 12 squares 
 

 

Column of tridiminished icohahedrons 
14 triangles; 12 squares 

 

Connected octahedrons 
(4 octahedra around a tetrahedron) 

28 triangles 
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Connected truncated tetrahedrons 
(mutetrahedron) 

16 hexagons 
 

 

Six connected cubes around a cube 
30 squares 

 
 

Connected truncated octahedrons 

(infinite polyhedron) 
30 squares; 20 hexagons 

 

 

Ball of squares 

36 squares 
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Four cuboctahedrons connected to a 
truncated tetrahedron 

28 triangles; 24 squares; 4 hexagons 
 

 

Star of connected truncated 
tetrahedrons 

20 hexagons 
 

 

Four connected cuboctahedrons 
32 triangles; 16 squares 

 
 

Connected hexagonal prisms 
30 squares; 20 hexagons 
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Canoe 
14 triangles 

 
 

Village 
12 triangles; 34 squares; 1 hexagon 

 
 

Star 
20 triangles; 10 squares 

 

 

Rocket 
12 triangles; 17 squares 
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Gingerbread man 
32 triangles; 22 squares 

 

 

Mushroom 
12 triangles; 13 squares 

 
 

Flowers in dodecahedron vase 
12 triangles; 6 squares; 11 pentagons;       

9 hexagons 

 

 

Turtle 
27 triangles; 7 squares; 8 pentagons 
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Snowman on stand 
29 triangles; 32 squares; 12 pentagons;     

6 hexagons 
 

 

Owl 
26 triangles; 11 squares; 6 pentagons 

 
 

Structure 

24 triangles; 30 squares 

 

Infinite polyhedron 

20 triangles; 24 squares; 16 hexagons 

 
 


